Special Requirements for Electronic Medical Record Systems in Pediatrics

ABSTRACT. Electronic medical record (EMR) systems, which are usually designed for adult care, must perform certain functions to be useful in pediatric care. This statement outlines these functions (eg, immunization tracking and pediatric dosing calculations) to assist vendors and standards organizations with software design for pediatric systems. The description of these functions should also provide pediatricians with a set of requirements or desirable features to use when evaluating EMR systems. Particular attention is paid to special aspects of pediatric clinical care and privacy issues unique to pediatrics.

INTRODUCTION

Electronic medical record (EMR) systems that were originally designed for use in adult care are now available to pediatricians. This statement outlines special features necessary for an EMR system to support health care for children. Features of practice management services (billing, accounts receivable, scheduling, payroll, etc), however, are beyond the scope of this document.

An essential function of a pediatric EMR system is to facilitate care that is accessible, family-centered, continuous, comprehensive, coordinated, compassionate, and culturally effective—termed the “medical home.” The purpose of EMR systems is to compile and centralize all pertinent information related to a child’s medical and nonmedical care so as to ensure that optimal pediatric care is provided. In doing so, EMR systems have the capacity to improve the quality of care that children receive from their primary care pediatrician as well as from ancillary health care professionals.

National and international organizations are defining standards for recording, storage, and transmission of patient data. The exceptional diversity of current hardware and software requires implementation of standards for data definition and interchange so that systems can interact. Federal (eg, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996) and state legislation requires the adoption of standards for transmission of health information in electronic form. The International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification provides a well-known, standardized terminology for recording information about diagnoses, but it has proven inadequate to represent detailed information about clinical observations (eg, there is no classification to represent the common finding of fussiness in young infants). Commercial vendors sometimes do not recognize the special needs of pediatric practice. The small size of the pediatric EMR market makes it impractical for many vendors to design and maintain systems specifically for the care of children, so pediatricians often are faced with using a system originally designed for adults.

General attributes of computer-based patient records described by the Institute of Medicine are all vital for pediatric records. These include problem lists, measurement and recording of health status and functional level, statements about the logical basis for all diagnoses and conclusions, linkage with all of a patient’s clinical records across settings and time periods, assurance of confidentiality, widespread accessibility, selective retrieval and formatting, linkage to local and remote knowledge sources, decision support, structured data collection using a defined vocabulary, aiding evaluation of quality and costs of care, and flexibility and expandability to meet evolving practice needs. The intent of this statement is to make vendors and standards organizations aware of special issues in pediatric practice for software design and to provide pediatricians with a set of requirements or desirable features to use when evaluating EMR systems. These include:

DATA REPRESENTATION

- Growth data. Attention to the special significance of children’s growth in pediatric practice is essential for any pediatric EMR system. Recording, graphic display, and special calculations of growth patterns is a critical function. The ability to calculate, display, and compare a child’s growth percentiles and body mass index with normal ranges is vital. Because normal growth ranges vary among ethnic and geographic groups, the ability to use different ranges for different patients may be important in some practice settings. Head circumference, an important measurement used almost exclusively for care of pediatric patients, should be a part of these growth monitoring functions. Because small changes in growth parameters may be important to small patients (eg, a few grams’ weight gain in a premature neonate), systems should be able to store data on a small enough scale to represent these changes.
• **Patient identifier.** A universal patient identifier is a desirable but as yet unachieved goal. Any system that is ultimately implemented to assign such identifiers will need to provide for assignment immediately at the time of birth (or even before birth for prenatal procedures performed on the fetus). EMR systems may need to accommodate temporary (ie, changing) data in this key field, including certain identifying data associated with a patient change in the perinatal period. For example, infants are often named with their mother’s surname or full name (eg, “Infant Boy Smith” or “Boy June Jones”) at the time of birth, and this is changed in the first few days of life. Flexibility of search criteria to allow for changing identification data are desirable in pediatric systems. Systems should be able to maintain a record of multiple names used by a patient.

• **Special terminology and information.** Special terminology is used in pediatric care. EMR systems need to include common pediatric terms (a pediatric lexicon) used to describe pediatric preventive health care (eg, developmental milestones, educational progress, and anticipatory guidance) and physical findings (eg, weak cry, bulging anterior fontanelle, and umbilical granuloma). Currently, standard lexicons are incomplete with respect to pediatric care; system designers will need to provide supplementary nomenclature or allow users to augment supplied lexicons in ways that preserve the value of standard vocabularies and adequately represent pediatric concepts.

• **Age-based normal ranges.** Normal ranges for vital signs and other physiologic parameters change with a child’s age. Pediatric EMR systems should allow the user to easily compare a patient’s vital signs with age-based normal ranges. The same is true for laboratory values, but normal ranges are usually supplied by the reference laboratory and not the EMR; the EMR should be able to accept normative values provided by the reference laboratory. Systems that allow users to alter normal ranges to represent specific ethnic or geographic populations are desirable.

• **Time of birth.** The time of a child’s birth is important in calculating exact age in the first days of life and should not be omitted from EMR systems.

**DATA PROCESSING**

• **Prescribing of medications.** Prescribing of medications for pediatric patients is based on the age and weight or body surface area of the child. Prescription tools that supply standard recommended adult doses and do not include pediatric dose calculation functions are unlikely to be useful to pediatricians and may be misleading or potentially dangerous in the pediatric context. Functions that facilitate calculation of drug doses based on available data are essential for pediatric care. Decision support tools supplied to assist in selecting medications and preventing errors should include pediatric-specific data.

• **Immunizations.** Efficient recording (data input) and effective display of immunization data are essential. Mechanisms for immunization decision support (eg, deficiency alerts) that include easy updating as recommendations change should be included. For effective interaction with immunization registries, the ability to flexibly format immunization data and support electronic data interchange with registries is vital. Because physicians who treat infants and children are asked to provide data about immunization completeness in multiple formats, flexibility in a system’s ability to provide immunization reports is highly desirable. Features that support reminder systems to prevent missed immunizations would be desirable; these reminder systems can take the form of messages sent to parents, flags for providers during acute care, or other forms.

• **Parents’ special documentation requirements.** Parents may ask to review or append chart information. Federal regulations (ie, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act privacy regulations) dictate procedures and limitations of parental appendices to a child’s chart. Systems should also support the generation and maintenance of summary reports for parents and other health providers regarding children with special health care needs.

• **Reporting.** The ability to easily customize reports to match mandated formats (eg, school or camp physicals or reports to school nurses) would be particularly valuable to pediatric practitioners.

**SYSTEM DESIGN**

• **Special privacy issues.**
  * Adolescent privacy: Privacy laws regarding adolescents’ medical information (especially sexual and mental health and behavior issues) vary from state to state, and policies addressing the protection of adolescents’ health information vary from practice to practice. EMR systems must be able to respond to these privacy needs by allowing restriction of access to this information according to these laws and policies.
  * Genetic information: EMR systems must provide protection of information on a patient’s genetic information, including newborn metabolic screening results. This protection must extend to those who are genetically unrelated to their parents (eg, those born after donor embryo procedures).
  * Guardianship data: A child’s guardian may be different from his or her biological parents, and EMR systems should be able to reflect this.
  * Adoption issues: EMR systems must be able to represent relationships in families involving adopted children.
  * Foster care: Physicians are often asked to evaluate children in foster care. Systems should support reporting requirements of social service agencies in these cases and protect the privacy of these patients after changes in a child’s foster care status.
  * Abuse and neglect: State laws vary regarding the use of data in cases of abuse and neglect.
tems need to be able to protect data in ways consistent with these laws.
* Financial responsibility data: Sometimes, a parent or guardian is not the financially responsible person. Systems should allow enough flexibility in a patient’s chart to allow identification of this distinct role.

- **Pediatric work settings.** Data entry (documentation) tools must work in busy pediatric settings. For example, speech interfaces may be impractical in noisy environments. Computers in examination rooms with curious children may also present special challenges for system design.

- **Family member links.** EMR systems should be able to maintain links to records of other family members (who may have different surnames) in the EMR system. Because an interaction with one family member often triggers an encounter with another family member (typically a sibling), EMR systems should support easy movement between records of children within the same family.

- **Registry linkages.** EMR systems should promote linkage to newborn screening systems at the hospital, state, and/or national level so as to ensure optimal communication including timely notification and follow-up.10

- **Consideration of national policy statements.** The American Academy of Pediatrics has published policy statements that may affect the design and use of EMR systems.3,13,17–28 These policies should be considered in the design of software systems for use in pediatric health care.
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